Abstract: This technical note presents and evaluates a simple approach for estimating the degradation of bridge decks caused by chlorideinduced corrosion degradation. This approach uses the Monte Carlo method and combines a local deterministic mechanics-based model for predicting surface cracking time and a global probabilistic model for predicting a degradation curve by using random variables. The predicted damage severity is mapped to the National Bridge Inventory rating scheme. Simulation results are shown to be in reasonable agreement with the documented ratings of bridges from different regions in the state of Michigan. Implementation of the method into a computer program is discussed to illustrate how the approach can allow mechanics-based models to be more accessible to highway agencies for condition assessment and for projecting the performance of existing and new reinforced concrete bridge decks.
Introduction
Although many advances have been made in mechanics-based models for degradation in concrete structures, the general complexity of these models has limited their use for asset management of bridge networks. Thus, highway agencies base most of their maintenance decisions and durability forecasting on the qualitative measures of structural conditions. One way to bring mechanics-based models closer to practical use is to incorporate them into probabilistic methods by which the local model prognosis is generalized to a system level.
Numerous contributions have been made on probabilistic frameworks to achieve the previously cited goal; however, with their focus on probabilistic techniques, these works have used either simple phenomenological local models or global damage measures that are not consistent with those currently used in practice, or both. The presented framework demonstrate how a robust, yet not extremely complicated, local mechanistic model can be integrated into a simple probabilistic framework to yield global asset condition predictions that are consistent with those used in practice. Results from the proposed strategy were validated with archived inspection data, a validation that has not been provided for frameworks developed for the same purpose. The value of the presented research is that it demonstrates how the advantages of quantitative local degradation models can be exploited for use as an asset-management tool through proper damage mapping to the system level.
Increased concerns about reinforced concrete (RC) bridge-deck deterioration as a major maintenance issue in the United States have been reported since the 1970s (Russell 2004) . Highway agencies usually plan their bridge deck maintenance budgets on projected medium-and long-term deterioration, and the most reported cause of deck deterioration are attributed to corrosion of the reinforcing bars caused by chloride ingress from deicing salts (Jamali et al. 2013) .
By federal regulation, bridges in the United States are monitored through periodic visual inspections, and the structural condition of bridge components is assessed on the basis of discrete rating scales with the aim of continuously evaluating the condition of the bridge infrastructure network. The most commonly used condition rating scale in the United States is the one archived in the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) database (FHWA 1995) . Although the NBI general condition rating (an integer from 0 to 9 indicating worst to best) has its weaknesses; it has been used as the basis for decision making since the early 1970s.
Service-life prediction models are essential to estimate and understand deck degradation over time. In general, existing prediction models can be based on two categories, historical data and mechanics. Degradation models that rely on learned past performance are commonly used by highway agencies, but their accuracy is influenced by the quality of the data. Conversely, mechanics-based models provide detailed quantitative information on physical manifestations of damage, but their use in routine highway maintenance beyond research studies is still limited.
Discretization methods for the use of mechanics-based models are a recent strategy for estimating the service life of bridge decks. These methods account for any uncertainty of key variables for large domains (Kirkpatrick et al. 2002; O'Connor and Kenshel 2013; Vu and Stewart 2005) . The two-dimensional deck domain is divided into a set of elements of identical size such that random variables (material properties and environmental parameters) are assigned to each element to represent the random field. Once the stochastic random field is defined, a probabilistic approach, for example Monte Carlo simulations (MCS), is used for generating parameters for each discretized element.
The aim of this technical note is to report on the performance of a simplified discretization method that uses a small set of sampling cells to estimate deck deterioration. This simplified approach balances the complexity of mechanistic modeling and the value of asset management in bridge infrastructure. The approach is implemented and evaluated for a set of bridge decks in the state of Michigan and relates the predicted damage indicator to an NBI general condition rating. The presented approach shows how mechanics-based models can be used to generate information that is consistent with the language of asset management. It is the link of those two worlds and the validation with field data that constitutes the research significance of the work.
Approach
In general, the discretization method (Fig. 1) integrates localized mechanistic models into a fundamental stochastic procedure that allows service-life prediction of RC bridge decks. Only degradation caused by chloride ingression was modeled because of its importance in bridge-deck degradation and the availability of robust mechanics-based models to simulate this phenomenon. A detailed survey on models for different damage mechanism can be found in the report by Hu et al. (2013) .
A bridge deck like the one shown in Fig. 1 can be divided into a number of cells on the basis of the bar spacing and deck dimensions. The present approach proposes to simulate deck deterioration by evaluating the performance of limited sampling cells at the local level. A key assumption is that the sampling cell locations are random and have no specific location, which means that they could be far apart from each other (black cells in Fig. 1 ) and thus are independent in their characteristic variables (material properties and Fig. 1 . Proposed framework for deck-degradation modeling environmental exposure). Although this ignores the variables' spatial correlation, it is not meant to imply that it is of no importance, which of course it is. However, spatial correlation between independent regions is negligible beyond a certain length. Thus, the spatial correlation of statistical variables applies only to small independent areas. The time to cracking is estimated for each cell, and a cumulative damage curve is obtained. This curve is then mapped to a structural condition (i.e., NBI rating) curve. Fig. 1 shows additional details on the approach.
At a local (or cell) level, the corrosion process is simulated through mechanistic models based on a simplified rectangular prism with a single concentric reinforcing bar (Chernin et al. 2012) . The approach considers surface cracking as the dominant failure mode because the concrete clear cover is much smaller than reinforcing bar spacing (Ervin 2007) . A recent review by Reale and O'Connor (2012) has shown that surface cracking can be divided into three meaningful periods: time to corrosion initiation at the rebar surface (T 1 ), time to cracking initiation at the interface between concrete and the reinforcing bar (T 2 ), and time for crack propagation to the concrete surface (T 3 ).
At the global (bridge-deck) level, the Monte Carlo method was implemented to simulate the stochastic behavior caused by the variation of key geometric and environmental variables. A key assumption for the simplified discretization method presented in this work is that the sampling cell locations are random and have no specific location, which means that they could be far apart from each other. The motivation for such simplification stems from the aim of using local-level models of increased complexity and the desire to avoid using a large number of representative cells. A curve for the cumulative mean degree of damage for the deck is then calculated on the basis of the predicted time T 3 from all the cell results. Multiple damage curves are thus obtained from the MCS iterations. A detailed description on the modeling approach can be found in the report by Hu et al (2013) .
Each localized cell is assigned a set of deterministic mechanicsbased models that collectively provide advanced simulation capabilities compared to semiempirical or phenomenological models (Hu et al. 2013) . The model used for the prediction of T 1 is based on Fick's second law with a simple time-dependent equation (Song et al. 2009 ). Time T 2 depends on the corrosion rate of the reinforcing bar, and the model by Breysse (2009) was used with consideration of both concrete properties and environmental conditions. The model selected for T 3 is that proposed by Balafas and Burgoyne (2011) , which is based on fracture mechanics principles together with strain energy estimates to determine the time to surface cracking and considers concrete nonlinear behavior.
It should be pointed out that the models implemented here were chosen on the basis of a balance of accuracy and implementation ease into custom numerical algorithms. More discussion on mechanics-based models can be found in the review by Jamali et al. (2013) and the report by Hu et al. (2013) .
The global deck domain is discretized into a large number of singly reinforced cells based on bar spacing, and a number of representative cells is then determined by a sampling equation (Hayter 2011) . Multiple mean-damage curves are then obtained on the basis of the number of iterations required for complete deck evaluation.
The final step is to map the predicted damage curve (from 0 to 100%) to a commonly used asset-level assessment scale. The NBI general condition rating (an integer value of 0 to 9, where 9 represents an excellent condition and 4 or below indicates poor conditions of increasing severity) was used for this purpose in this work. Such mapping processes have been shown for data-based prediction modeling (Li and Burgueño 2010; Winn and Burgueño 2013) but not for mechanics-based modeling. The main reasons are that, first, the NBI rating appraisal criteria are mostly qualitative and, second, the deterioration of bridge decks is caused by multiple sources, which are difficult (if not impossible) to capture comprehensively through mechanics-based models.
Although the NBI rating has its weakness as a condition assessment measure, it has been used as the basis for bridge condition management since the early 1970s and, because of the historical value of the archived data thus far, it's unlikely to be replaced in the near future. Thus, mapping to the NBI rating is consistent with asset-scale measures used by highway agencies.
The damage levels adopted in this work (Table 1) are based only on the percentage of damaged area defined by the Michigan Bridge Inventory guide (MDOT 2013). A linear interpolation was used to define damage extent for levels that have only a qualitative description.
Model Evaluation
This section compares simulation results against records from the 2010 inspection database of highway bridges in the state of Michigan. The aim was to evaluate the performance of the simplified approach for small and large networks.
Two big challenges for model evaluation are the accuracy of the model inputs and the selection of candidate decks. In this case, typical model inputs were assumed because the inspection database does not document material properties or environmental data. For deck selection, records for relatively new bridges (particularly those with epoxy-coated reinforcement) were not considered because it is well known that corrosion due to the environment becomes a dominating factor in the later period of service life.
Small-Network Evaluation
Ten bridges, located in Lansing, Michigan, were chosen to assess the simulation approach at the small-network level. Most of the selected validation decks were built between 1966 and 1972 with black steel reinforcing bars. The deck lengths ranged from 35 to 70 m, and their widths ranged from 10 to 20 m. A total of 200 MCS iterations were conducted on a single model because the decks in the small network had been exposed to similar environmental conditions. The simulated deck had mean dimensions from the 10 bridge decks selected for evaluation, namely 50 m long and 15 m wide. The total number of cells and the estimated number of representative cells (see Hu et al. 2013 for further details) for this deck were 1,2921 and 373, respectively.
The simulation variables and their assumed distribution are listed in Table 2 . Structural parameters were selected on the basis of standard bridge slab design guides by MDOT (2013). Temperature and relative humidity values were obtained from the U.S. National Weather Service annual reports. Other data were obtained from published studies (Balafas and Burgoyne 2010; Fanous and Wu 2005; Stewart and Mullard 2007 ). Simulation results, along with actual inspection data, are shown in Fig. 2 . The smaller dots in the figure are simulation results for each of the degradation curves from a series of MCS iterations. Also shown in Fig. 2 are generalized degradation curves for the low and high chloride content cases, respectively, which represent the average predicted values for a given time.
The distribution of inspection points in Fig. 2 requires some clarification. First, the data points are grouped at discrete levels because of the integer nature of the NBI structural condition rating scheme. Second, variability of material properties, construction quality, and the visual inspection process itself leads to multiple condition ratings for similar bridge decks at a given age. Given the uncertainties, the value of the model is that historical inspection data are bounded by the predicted degradation response, with two logical upper and lower bounds to chloride content, and that the data capture the general trend (slope) of degradation. Although only 10 decks were selected for this evaluation, the results show that the generalized NBI mean curve for one deck obtained through the MCS approach can reasonably represent the degradation of a group of decks exposed to similar environmental conditions.
Large-Network Evaluation
The deterioration of bridge decks can vary significantly not only with geographical location but also depending on traffic demand and de-icing practice. Thus, further evaluation of the simulation approach was performed for a larger bridge network. The MDOT NBI database includes inspection records after 1992, yet inspections did not always occur on the recommended biannual basis. From a statistical point of view, a deck with at least five inspection records can be considered as a good candidate for evaluating the simulation results (Winn and Burgueño 2013) . Also, decks with very high ratings at an old age were regarded as outliers because their high rating was most likely affected by repair or reconstruction measures. For example, when considering a deck with a rating history (with increasing age) of 6, 5, 4, and 8, in this case, the rating of 8 would indicate that the deck was either repaired (and the repair database field not properly flagged) or that that there was a data entry error. Such bridges could not be used for comparison purposes because the developed framework can only capture degradation from a perfect/undamaged condition. Thus, the selected bridge records used in this study assumed continual degradation, even if no supporting evidence was available to establish this fact. Nonetheless, some variance was allowed as the record-selection criteria considered a condition rating increase of 1 as acceptable (i.e., from 4 to 5). Finally, candidate decks were selected so that they were exposed to similar temperature and humidity conditions. With the noted data preparation, 173 decks from the Grand Rapids and Detroit metropolitan areas were selected for evaluation.
In this implementation, the simulated deck had the same geometry as the one used for the small-network evaluation, and the NBI general condition ratings were predicted for three different surface Fig. 2 . Predicted NBI degradation curves and inspection data for 10 decks C 0 levels. In addition to the two previously selected low and high C 0 levels, an extreme C 0 level of 8.2 kg/m 3 for the United States (Vu and Stewart 2000) was used to identify a lower bound of service life for a deck under extreme chloride exposure. Fig. 3 shows the three predicted NBI degradation curves obtained from 200 MCS iterations. It can be seen that the predicted NBI general condition ratings reasonably bracket the inspection data. It can be noted that the mean degradation curves for C 0 levels of 3.5 and 8.2 kg/m 3 are close to each other. This is because the C 0 level affects only the time to corrosion initiation (T 1 ) by Fick's second law, and the predicted T 1 converges very quickly after a threshold level in C 0 is reached. Thus, no significant difference was found on T 1 , and the deck deterioration curves tend to be similar when C 0 reaches a high level.
Overall, the presented approach captures the network-level deck deterioration process caused by chloride ingress, regardless of the simplifying assumptions made in the framework and in the input data. Figs. 2 and 3 show that the range of predicted NBI general condition ratings covers the field-recorded, or inspection, NBI ratings. However, simulation of a single deck with different deterministic models might result in large variations on the predicted surface cracking time. In other words, single-deck (or project-level) predictions need to use more accurate functions for key parameters based on measured material properties and environmental conditions. Such predictions can be further improved by incorporating specific environmental data. Unfortunately such data are not collected by MDOT and were not available in the inspection database.
Facilitating Use and Accessibility
Mechanics-based models offer advantages for quantitatively estimating infrastructure degradation, but their ease of use and accessibility by transportation engineers needs to be improved. A standalone computer program with a graphical user interface (Fig. 4) was developed on the basis of the presented framework to showcase a way to meet this objective and bring mechanics-based models closer to practical use. Program inputs are structural, material, and environmental parameters and are the definition of MCS iterations. The outputs are the computed damage and NBI rating degradation curves and the prediction results for current rating and time to reach a rating of 4. The predicted curves can also be plotted along with archived inspection data for comparison.
Tools such as the noted program can assist transportation agencies in their decision making in both the design and maintenance of bridge decks. For example, how would the degradation pattern (years to repair or poor condition) change on the basis of an increase in concrete cover or concrete compressive strength? They can also be used to generate reference charts to assist designers and maintenance engineers for assessing the impact of design and repair decisions on the service life of a bridge deck. The charts can feature deterioration curves based on different combinations of material properties and environmental conditions. Sample charts for three regions and different reinforcement types developed for MDOT by using the noted program can be found in the report by Hu et al. (2013) .
Conclusions
This note presented and evaluated a simplified discretization method capable of providing reasonable information to highway agencies on bridge-deck degradation caused by chloride-induced corrosion. The approach allows for the use of local-level mechanicsbased models in the routine practice of highway maintenance in a form that is consistent with structural rating systems (i.e., NBI rating) used by inspection and maintenance engineers.
The approach featured in this note balances the complexity of a localized mechanistic model and the efficiency of a global probabilistic model, and the computational cost is significantly reduced by considering representative sampling cells. The method seems to reasonably capture deck deterioration at the small-and large-network levels as judged through comparisons with archived inspection data. The predicted deterioration curve of a single site-specific deck can be considered as a representative NBI condition rating curve for decks of similar size in a neighboring geographical region. In such way, the modeling approach can serve as a tool to Fig. 3 . Inspection data and predicted NBI degradation curves for typical chloride contents in Michigan
